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BACKGROUND TO THE PROCEEDINGS

The Rights of Peoples
2.1

Until very recently the notion of the rights of peoples in'

international law was extremely controversial.

States, as successors

to personal Sovereigns, sometimes disputed that peoples, as such,

were the proper subjects of international law: having rights which
that law recognised. Whatever may have been the position in earlier

times; it cannot now be doubted that peoples and individuals, are the
subject of international law which it is the duty of States to
respect. So much is clearly acknowledged in the Charter of the
United Nations.
That Charter is expressed in terms of the
resolve of "the peoples of the United Nations". In its opening
.substantive provisions, it recognises and upholds, the peoples' right
to self-determination.
ElseWhere,
the Charter clearly
establishes the new international order upon the basis of respect for
that right and for individual human rights. In nearly fifty years,
since the Charter was adopted,

the world has seen remarkable

changes. Great colonial empires have been dissolved out of respect
for the principles of the Charter.
A great framework of
international treaties and global institutions has been established
to declare and uphold these principles. . It is essen~ial to
understand this decision of the Tribunal against the background of
these developments of the international community. The present
accusation on behalf of the people of Tibet against the People's

Republic

of

China

(PRe)

must

be

considered,

keeping

d~velopment6 in human history, and international law,

these

steadily in

m~nd.

2.2

The

Permanent

Tribunal

of
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Peoples

(the

Tribunal)

was

ished at Bologna, Italy, on 26
June 1979. :t
It followed the
~tab~iShed
26.June
aclopt~on of the Universal Declaration
Declarat~on o.t the Right
R~ght ot Peoples
[the Algiers
ers Declaration) at Algiers on 4 July 1976.
The
trispiration
nspi.raLtj.on for the Tribunal was that of Lelio Basso, a senator of
~he Italian Republic.
He had been a leader of the resistance to
iF.B.scism
asc:ism during the period of the dictatorship. He served as a member
~nd rapporteur of the Russell Tribunal on Vietnam and the Second
Russell
AIl\~rica.
Lelia Basso conceived the
sell Tribunal on -Latin
Latin Anlerica.
Le1io
'llecessity
of a permanent international
international tribunal
tribunal of
of integrity
integrity to
to fill
fill
;~:ei~!:~L~o:~f:i~a~pe~rrnanent
't!le
:li institutional gap within the international legal order. There is
~ti1l no international body of competent jurisdiction to investigate
~nd try accusations of the violation by States of the norms of
nt,ern~~ional law.
The International Court of Justice exercises its
~ternational
jw:isdi,ctiLon exclusively in respect of States which accept
~ulsory jurisdiction
[ts jurisdiction. Only States, or international organisations
'¢,ntrolled
:pntrCllJleCl by States, may invoke its assistance. The jurisdiction of
~Qst of the agencies of the United Nations may only be invoked by
~t~te~ and none may be invoked by a people, or other collective
~tates
~ntity,
on';.", as such. This is the functions which the Tribunal now
1!'erves. It looks beyond the States
Statas to the peoples of the world and
)~ •• " , __ A_ to appeals by them to its jurisdiction.
The Tribunal
~esponds
~xarnines and declares its findings as to peoples' rights.
Its
pecisions,
such as the present Verdict, rest upon the integrity of
~~:~i:~:~:;"sSUCh
~I
~he
members appointed to the Tribunal from time to time. But they
\o,"so depend upon the careful attention paid by the Tribunal's
tprocedures
obaervonce of the rules of procedural fairness in
proced,ur~s to the observonce
treaching
ireachinq the conclusion of the Tribunal. And they derive strength
}~rom the indisputable fact that international law recognises and
i.guarantees
:guar.on'~,s the rights of peoples, even if it does not always provide
Leffective and enforceable machinery for their definition and
~etermination
~e'te.rm:i"Lat:ic)n }n

f~·. 3

I

cases of dispute, such as the present one.

If the need for the Tribunal was clear in 1976, it has become

~lindingly
Pl~"LdJ'n"lv so in the past few years.

The break-up of the Soviet
:·(Jnion and the dissolution of the Yugoslav Federation are simply the
,most visible illustrations of the enduring nature of the feelings of
~9011ective
identity and assertions
assertions by
by distinct
distinct peoples
peoples of
of the
the right·
righ~
l::~;;~;:t:!~:~;~;~~:o:and
~o sself-determination and the duty of States to respect that right
i?;and

to

observe,

as

well,

the

fundamental

human

rights

of

rindividuals.
viduals. In every corner of the world this phenomenon is now
S;yisible.
ible.
It brings in its train many acute problems and
~9ifficulties.
ficulties. It affects States, large and small. It extends to
~~ndigenous peoples living within territories now settled by other
'peoples. It is a source of potential conflict and instability which
i/l1)ust be resolved within the framework of international law. But the
1esson of recent history is that the assertion of peoples' rights (eg
tllE'sson
PtO self-determination) and of individual rights (eg the respect for
r~undamental
1 civil and political rights) will not conveniently
~:'Cli.sappear. The record of the recent hearing of the Tribunal in many
~lands illustrates the growing number of calls upon it to investigate,
~:~nd pronounce upon, accusations of derogation from these basic
;rights. In this context, the need for the Tribunal has become even
0re clear. The opportunity provided for it to perform a useful
~~nternational
is even more challenging. These featur~s
featur~8 of
inte,roLat:ie'na,l mission is,
,the contemporary world ~pose
impose upon the Tribunal and its Members a
[neavy
cn,ea,,,, responsibility. The present accusation illustrates these facts
[ViVidly.

rltl
~','

'.;,

,SM"",

Tibet is a remote part of this world's surface - 8a Land of
It comprises more than
than 2.5 million square kilometres of
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I

II
II

I
II

I

I,
I

!' Jl\Ountainous territory on the roof of the world:

bordered by the

~' Himalayan Mountains and by the States of India, Nepal, Burma and

fVShutan

to the South.

The territory of Tibet is

else~here
elsewhere

h substantially surrounded by territory of the People'
People'ss Republl.c
Republic of
c

il)Chins
China (PRC). The people who .inhabit Tibet were, until the events the
ect of this accusation, overwhelmingly indigenous peoples
J~ subject
¥xapeaking
the Tibetan
Tibetan language.
language. They
They now
now number
number about
abou:, 6
6 million.
million.
~;~:~:~:~~:;the
~Shaped by their environment,
environrnen~, they are a
~ hardy people with
w~th a culture
cUlt~re
almost universal
t profoundly affected by their
the~r.a~most
un~versal adherence to Buddhism
Buddh~s~
i,and their reverence for a spiritual
spu~tual and temporal leader, the Dalai
Dala~
~: Lama, who was widely believed by many of them to be a living
re-incarnation of a Divine Being.
Ei.re-incarnation

!

~'. 2.5

Today, Tibet is governed, in fact, as an • Autonomous Region· of

the People's
.~the
people's Republic of China. This situation came about after
after. 1949
~>and
People's
T~bet,
s Liberation Army (PLA) entered Tibet,
and 1950 when the People'

". having newly established its authority throughout China and provided
k the conditions for the creation of the People's Republic of China.
The People's Republic of China contends that this establishment of
. its authority in Tibet was both lawful and popular. It was lawful,
~. being nothing more than the re-establishment of Tibet as a part of
-~ China, as it had long been regarded throughout earlier centuries.
Tibetans, according to this view, were one of the five principal
The TibetAns,
~. ethnic groups making up the State of China.
The events of 1949 and
~ 1950, after a period of political weakness on the part of China ,
e .. merely restored the long-standing relationship of Tibet with China.
f In addition, this position was soon thereafter accepted by a treaty
signed by the representatives of the Dalai Lama and of Tibet (The
Agreement of the Central People's Government and the Local Government
mllasures for peaceful liberation of Tibet, 23 May
of Tibet on mllBsures
1951). Moreover, according to the People's Republic of China, its
action was popular and is still so. The PLA was welcomed as a
liberator. A cruel regime of serfdom and religious autocracy was
replaced by a modern secular government. Roads, hospitals and other
facilities were provided and the material conditions of the people of
Tibet - although still the poorest in China - were significantly
improved. So went the position of the PRC.
2.6
For about eight years (1951-1959) the authorities from the PRC
and the Dalai Lama's administration maintained an apparently uneasy
relationship. However, on 10 March 1959 a national uprising occurred
in Tibet against the forces of the People's Republic of China. This
. uprising was crushed by the PLA. The Dalai Lama fled to India. He
was followed there by thousands of Tibetans. They still continue to
leave Tibet and many of them make their way to Dhararnsala in India
where the Dalai Lama established the Tibetan Government in Exile.
Tibetans are now scattered to the four corners of the world. The
Tribunal heard evidence from a number of them who have been granted
refugee status in countries as far apart as Switzerland and the
United States of America. Throughout the world there are numerous
Tibetan communities. Their plight as exiles from their remote,
mysterious and highly spiritual land has, naturally enough, attracted
~trong bands of
of. local admirers and supporters who are extremely -vocal
'Vocal
~trong
~ their criticism
critic~sm of the People's Republic of China's ·occupation of
lJl
Tibet" and energetic in pressing local leaders to apply all possible
pressure to the People's Republic of China to secure respect for
fundamental human rights within Tibet and for the Tibetan people's

rlght to self-determination and the end of Chinese rule.
2.7

The response of the international community to the events of
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and other events since has been muted for various reasons which
(it is, not necessary to recount. The General Assembly of the united
~Nations in 1959, 1961 and 1965 passed resolutions condemning what
ijlere described as China's "violations of fundamental human rights of
.the Tibetan people" and calling on China to respect the Tibetan
tpeo~le's
right to self-determination.
self-d~terminatio~. In
In.1991,
~nd since, democratic
d~cratic
'~~1,~~;.'~s~~r~;1~·;ght
1991, and
{J
throughout the world (including
~leglsl~tures
(~clu~g the'
the European
E~ropean Parliament,
Parllament,
sed
~.the Unlted States Congress and the Australian
Australlan parliament)
parllament) have pas
passed
ions in support of Tibetan self-determination and human
!resolutions
frights. In August 1991, the United Nations Sub Commission on the
(prevention
[prev,.n1:iC)n of Discrimination and the Protection of Minorities adopted
la resolution expressing its "concern at reports of continuing
iIlviolation
f\llldamental human rights and freedoms which threaten the
W10L<IU.On of fWidamental
[distinct cultural religious and national identity of the Tibetan
~anuary 1992, the Commission on Human Rights recorded
i.people" • In .January
~.the detailed response of the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the
ji'.people·s
.peOpJLe'S Republic of China to these c:onplaints. But it also recorded
i'new complaints about the situation in Tibet provided by the
~representatives
,.fE,pI:e"elntat.ives of the Government in Exile and by human rights
,*"organisations.
,01:g,"".S<l."10050 From the start, non governmental organisations have
ibeen closely involved in exposing the situation in Tibet. Reports of
If.the International Commission of .Jurists
~urists in 1959 and 1960 drew
fattention to wbat
what were found to be systematic violations of many
~~;articles
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
les of tbe
That
~commission
cu~".1Bsion also reported an opinion that the authorities of the
Ie's Republic
Irpeople's
RepUblic of China were engaged, in.
in Tibet, in a form of
genocide. The People's Republic of China has at all times denied
&;genocide.
l\Tthese
these claims. However, at least until recently, it Was difficult to
f. secure independent and neutral reports on the competing contentions
IIrobout
~ut the situa?on
situa~on in Tibet both because of its physical remoteness
~. • and
~nd because of the nature of restrictions imposed by the Chinese
authorities upon visitors to Tibet.
!!i'authorities

The accu.ation
accusation in tbe pre.ent
present proceedings
2.8

The foregoing is the briefest possible outline of the recent
was
That accusation WAS
lodged with the Tribunal by the representatives of the Government of
Tibet in Exile. It is unnecessary for the Tribunal to explore
sterile arguments about the authority of that government or its
support within Tibet. In the nature of things, that support is
impossible to measure with precision. The accusation was deemed
admissible in so far as it was brought by a responsible and bona
fide body of the people of Tibet.
It is their rights which are in
contention and which legitimately attract the jurisdiction of the
Tribunal to hear and determine the accusation brought in their name.
historical background to the present accusation.

',-;

accusation, as
AS ultimately
2.9
Reduced to its fundamentals, the accuBation,
'addressed
a~dressed by the Tribunal, posed three complaints in the name of the
, Tibetan people against the People's
People' s Republic of China. These were: -

(a)
. \'.

That prior to the entry of the Chinese military forces into
Tibet in 1949-1950, Tibet was an independent State for the
purposes of international law, so that the Chinese forces,
having entered without the invitation or permission of the
lawful government of Tibet, did so in violation of
international law and continue to violate international law by
remaining in Tibet to this day, effectively as an occupying
- 11 -

army;

That in breach of international law and basic rights, the
Chinese authorities have imposed upon the people of Tibet a
system of government of its peoples which is contrary to their
wishes and have deprived them of their fundamental right,
the, Charter,
guaranteed
by
the.
to
self-determination.
Moreover, by the deprivation of part of their territory,
the ,People's
purportedly incorporated into other regions of the.People's
Republic of China, and by population transfers into Tibet of
non-Tibetan peoples from other regions of China, the People's
Republic of China has violated international law and attempted
to alter the conditions for the legitimate exercise of the
rights of the Tibetan peoples to self-determination in respect
of the territory of Tibet, in which they had lived peacefully
before the Chinese "occupation"; and
That serious, repeated and fundamental breaches of basic norms
of human rights have occurred and continue to occur in Tibet,
directed at the Tibetan people collectively and at individual
Tibetans as such. These breaches have allegedly included
denials of basic civil and political freedoms, the imposition
of cruel and unusual punishments, torture and conduct which
betrays a lack of basic respect for the human dignity of the
Tibetans affected.
1;2.10 Before dealing with the evidence and the submissions, it is

,i

,

:

I
:: I
j

;

~

,.r,nY·nr,r;'."p to record the procedures which the Tribunal adopted in
~.ppropriate
,}determining these proceedings.

!I

I

OBSERVANCE or PRocEDURAL rAIRMESS
:,
I';

,I

IVln accordance with its Statute and the requirements of customary
Iii',international law, the Tribunal observed strictly the basic rules of
's~~~j~i::l;;:~~~l~a;w;,s
Tribunal
observed
theand
basic
rules of
I,lprocedural
fairness the
("natural
justice")
in strictly
evaluating
determining
lithe matters of the subject of the accusation. AmOngst the procedures
,adopted were the following:

I,

~

'<i'e3, 1 Upon acceptance of the complaint made on behalf of the people
~of Tihet,
Tibet, the People's Republic of China (PRC) was informed as soon

:<:;'as possible of the decision to declare the complaint admissible and
~,of the opportunity that would be afforded to it to participate in
f;t"every
" ..'"p,~, stage of the Tribunal's proceedings. This was done by formal
"-notification to the PRC Embassies in Rome and Paris.
3:'i.'.

~", 3.2 The communication
cotmllUnication to the Tribunal by the Consulate General of
t-the PRC in Milan, Italy was fully
fUlly reported to the Tribunal at the
; ,outset of the proceedings by the Secretary General. During the
course of the proceedings, there was placed before the Tribunal all
(course
f of the documents
docwnents which were provided to the Secretary General by the
~Consulate
, Consulate General of the PRC. These have been considered by the
[!~:",Tribunal
verdict..
ibunal in reaching its verdict

'3.3.
. 3. The PRC having declined, otherwise than as in para 2, to attend
,and participate in the Tribunal proceedings. The Tribunal, in good
;~ime before the hearing, appointed a competent representative with
,particular
:par~icular knowledge of the position adopted by the PRC on the
Subject matters of the accusation, to represent the interests of the
SubJect
- 12 -

II

:!

~'before the Tribunal, at no cost to the PRC.
This representative
A",dr'~'LS O'Shea, Barrister at Law of London (England).
The
Andreas
~bunal records its appreciation for the diligent and faithful way
~tWhich he carried out his duties, necessarily under certain
~tations,
~•. a<.~o,"., which were recognised by the Tribunal and which arose
~;.of the absence of detailed instructions upon all of the matters

'ISi'Mr

rr~ed

in the evidence.

W
~'; The procedure
~ted and proved

adopted required that the accusation be fully
in a public forum at Strasbourg by evidence
\!jsidered relevant and admissible by the Tribunal and before the PRC
afforded the opportunity to respond, if it so chose.
l~afforded

r.;

t~ Copy of the preliminary documentation provided to
. 'Tribunal was provided to the representatives of the
~'.'Tribunal

Members of
parties so
.. they would be, at all times, fully aware of all of the material
,~t
~~he possession of the Tribunal.
Tribunal •

~~i

•
All written evidence tendered during the hearing was marked as
~t~xhibit in the presence of the representatives of the parties.
~. Tribunal has confined its deliberations to the material placed
Members of
~9re it in open session, either orally or in writing.
~;' Tribunal accepted that all other information, earlier or
~~rwi~e gained by them, must be disregarded in determining the

atioD.•

a.c.~p.sat~on
.ri."

to the representative
.&7~ An opportunity was given .to
represent!'tive of the PRC,
~RC, who
~: present throughout
through:>ut the hearing,
hearmg, to ask questions
qu~st~ons of
0.£ the witnesses
~l:~nesseB
'H~""gave
gave evidence in
,In support of the accusation.
accusatl.on. This
Thl.s facility
facl.ll.ty was

railed
led of and most witnesses were interrogated for the Defence.
,a!!,,,quate time was afforded for this interrogation.
~".

The
I/p,
ass,erted

Tribunal
T~ibunal accepted
accepted. that the burden of
of. proving matters
J.n the accusation
accusatJ.on rested exclusively
exclusJ.vely upon the
in
1!Eresentatives
It was not for the PRC to
~~:~::'t:~~ves of the people of Tibet.
8sser:ted had
except in so far as the matter a8se~ed
on a prima facie basis by the Accuser at
PRe had been so informed.
end of its case and the PRC

a;,~prove
:5
such accusation,
~tst been established

re
Sf

w.;-.

';:'9 The Tribunal also accepted that the subject of the accusation
a,d to be established to a very high standard of proof, appropriate
~Jthe grave matter asserted. Unless so established the matters
llserted were disregarded by the Tribunal. Necessarily, the Tribunal
~ obliged to reach its conclusion upon material placed before it in
absence of the PRC itself and without the benefit of material
a~ch would be available to the PRC, .relevant to the evidence given
~~h orally and in writing during the hearing.

We

ttio

~q;~

The Tribunal ensured that before any conclusion was drawn from

evidence t a fair opportunity was afforded to both parties, either
~Yjeach other or by Members of the Tribunal itself, to be aware of
"~, matter in issue and to have the opportunity to respond to them.
Ifc';

fll The representatives of both the people of Tibet and the PRC
:re afforded a full opportunity to address the Tribunal before it
~.inrnenced its deliberations.
Adequate time was provided for
~gdresses in reply and rejoinders.
The representative appointed for
~,e PRe was afforded,
P~portunity
ty

as representing
representin~ the party accused,

Tribunal.
of the last word to the Tr~bunal.
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the

II
[I

m12.

The Tribunal, before reaching its Verdict, deliberated in
All deliberations during the course of the hearing and
"'efore the consideration of the Verdict, were held in private: only
~~er6
.~)eI·s of the Tribunal and, at its invitation, the Secretary
'&e:neral, being present at such times. The Verdict was pronounced in
ion to the public. It will be conveyed to the PRe
~peq session
PRC through
I!e Ernbas sy of the PRe
PRC in Rome. Provided to the PRe
PRC at the time of
ttiis communication will be a copy of all documents tendered before
~~:Tribunal during the course of the proceedings and a summary of
;!ie"proceedings upon which the Verdict is based. An accurate record
'l;the proceedings of the Tribunal, together with this Verdict, will
,J'i(due course be published. Its justice and acceptability will then
~in the public domain for the international community, and its
t~oples,
jUdge for themselves.
~F'~.'S' to evaluate and to judge
~ivate..

RIGHT OF SELF-PETEBMIRATIOR

~iJ

The Permanent People's Tribunal, as a body created to protect
~. affirm the rights of peoples, has a distinctive responsibility to
~ddress
s the charge placed before it by the Accusation that the
~lbetan
~~.t.m people are being denied their right to self-determination.
~~:'the basis of the evidence presented to it at the Strasbourg
~~ssion,
1e"sl.orl, the Tribunal finds unequivocally and without qualification
~~at this most fundamental of peoples' rights is being denied the
:people off Tibet and urges the international community to take
\~atever actions are necessary,
necessary I in accordance with the principles of
~·"United.
he"UIlit;ed Nations Charter, to restore the exercise of this right of
~I!e Tibetan people.
<'"".,'."

.If-Determination ••
as •a Fundamental Right

.h The right to self-determination is firmly grounded in
cnternational law. Thus, the Charter of the United Nations, in
~ticles 1 and 55, asserts "the principles of self-determination of
'soples" as one of the major purposes of the United Nations. The
nternational Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights,
Ii its very first article, states that 'all
"all people share the right of
elf-determination". So declares the International Covenant on
.e,lf'-determi,M.ti.on·
t~vil and Political Rights in its first article.
f;

i.J

i~; 3

The right to self-determination has been reaffirmed in various
Nat:ions! 'including
'inc;:luding
of the General Assembly of the United Nations,
tthosee related to peoples' quests for self-determination
self-deterrn~nat~on in
~n the
~We5tern
Namibia, palestine, Bangladesh, East Timor, and
:we,st,ern Sahara, NamibiA,
IEritrea. The General Assembly has also recognised the right of the
che
~Tibetan people to self-determination in Resolution 1723 (XVI), a
'right reaffirmed in Resolution 2079 (XX).
tr~solutions
~.'J.L''''",Ons

]:;;

"

~.4. 4
Article 5
~f~oples
~U1J""S adopted

of the Universal Declaration of the Rights of
at Algiers on 4 July 1976 states that:
'i,

/',

"Every people has an inprescribable
inprescribdble and inalienable right
'Every
to self-determination. It shall determine its political
interference.status freely and without interference."
- 14 -

the right of every people to existence (Article l), there is no
of
more fundamental
than the right to
~l:E~jet:el~~"ti.on.
Indeed, it is through the exercise of this right
most of the other rights of peoples are secured, including, but
limited to, the rights to national and cultural identity (Article
peaceful possession of its territory (Article 3), breaking free
colonial or foreign domination (Article 7), exclusive control of
wealth and resources (Article B), and choice of its own
and social system (Article 11).
and other rights of peoples as set forth in the Algiers
tc:LaI:at.ic,n are being systematically denied to the Tibetan people
right to self-determination ia being denied. Hence the
importance of the exercise of this right.
of • People Entitled to Self-Determination
There is widespread agreement that the Tibetan people are a
people. Even the People' s Republic of China recognises
as a "minority nationality". The critical question is
they are a people entitled to exercise the right of
f-determination.

dH'tl.nct~ve

,

;f,1'.

;".

There is not yet a universally agreed definition of what
CO"stCltcut:es a "people" for this purpose. However among the efforts
to descr~ the necessary features is that of a UNESCO Expert
whose approach the Tribunal accepts. 1 This group has
,n.,nt·"ied four criteria:
Commonalities in history, language, culture, ethnicity and
other manifestations of shared identity and experience;
Numerousness ie. enough persons sharing common identity and

)1;

experience to warrant

recognition by the

Institutions to give
commonalities; and

expression

community;

The will of a people
self-determination.

to

and

assert

international

effect

this

to

these

right

to

Tribunal finds that the Tibetan people meet these criteria and
therefore entitled to exercise the right of self-determination.

li
Ifi-

il'~l.e"eIlt •• tion

of the Right to Self-Determination

The right to self-determination belo';;g's to the Tibetan people,
not to any government. The exercise of this right mUst be completely
. ~ree. In the exercise of this right, the Tibetan people may choose
. lndependence or Borne form of association with China or some other
: nation State. They may choose patterns of governance and economic
quite different 'from-· what existed before 1950 or since
The outcome of the exercise of this fundamental right of
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"~I

"i

i

ples must be respected by the international community as the will
the Tibetan people.
I

.'10 The right of self-determination must be exercised not on,ly
only by

e Tibetan people now residing in what the People's Repu~llc
Republic of
ina calls the "Tibet Autonomous Region" but also the Tlbetans
Tibetans
siding in parts of historic Tibet which have been added to
i9hbouring provinces. Recent events ~n
in ~ugoslavia
Yugoslavia and ~he
the former
ieigh:bOl1~Ln~
~ormer
,v~et union underscore how complex and diffl.cult
difficult A
a task thu
this wJ.ll
will be
d how much care must be tAken
taken to prevent violence from erupting.
,~ll Indeed, the Tribunal was asked by the Defence to consider
lether
as set forth in Article 1
jihe1th
•• I the purposes of the United Nations, AS
~'the Charter, to "maintain internAtional
international peace" And
and to "develop
~iendly relAtions
relations among nations" should not outweigh the principle
t."self-determination of peoples" as also set-forth in this Article,
f application of the lAtter
latter principle could only be accomplished
rough a breAch
breach of international peace and destruction of friendl'"
lations among
among nations.
nations. Whilst
Whilst the
the TribunAl
Tribunal fully
fully recognises
recognises ~~ "e
"S
r~;~:;~~:;nj
ni zards involved, it does not believe that violent conflict is, : ~
,.Quld be, regarded AS
as inevitable.
Instead, it urges that tho
,!xercise of the right of self-determination should be seen as the
~entral core of an ongoing process of reconciliation and that the
.Sreative
cr.,a"J.v'e energies of the world community should be harnessed to the
~est of establishing Tibet as a "Zone
·Zone of Peace".
Peace-.

~}<-

VIOLAtIQI!
YIOLAtIOJ!

HUIW!
or HU!W!

RIGHtS
RIGHTS

As is usually the case, the refusal to recognise the right of
f-determination of the Tibetan people has led the Chinese
"self-determination
~uthorities to particularly grave violations of human rights in
1ibet. In this context, the vio~ations
vio~ations of human rights which have
peen brought before the Tribunal relate to both individual and
[collective
lective rights.
,'.,-....
.1

~4',

!~,

2 The testimony presented to the Tribunal of these violations
Keppeared
sincere. Necessarily, the Tribunal could
aPI:>eeLred to be genuine and sincere,

t~ear only a few witnesses.
The Accusation, however contains the
~charge of "systematic
-systematic violations". Submitted to the Tribunal were

~reports of a number of internationAl
international human rights organisations,

tincluding
These
'.~~~,~~,~nlg Amnesty International, Law Asia and Asia Watch.
_r
document extensive and systematic violations of
!;:r~ports
}

Clnltelrn.at.io,nally recognised human rights. 2
f~nternation811y

~' .

"_1.1
,:.

~5. 3
Tribunal Was
was also presented with evidence from the Peep 1,· 's
•s
The TribunAl
.!,Republic
China of significant violations of human rights pric ,;'
..
~~,"''')ll,C of ChinA
111950. The exercise of the right of self-determination by the Tibe~ar,
Tibe~ar.
~people,
4nte~prior
, whether or not in a return to the status quo 4nte~prior
~o 1950,
violations
0, will not necessarily lead to elimination of all violAtions
jjof human rights as presented to the Tribunal. No nAtion-State
nation-State in the
~world has eliminated all violations of all widely recognised human
,.~ancs for all its citizens.
~Fights

.

'

.~.5. 4

Several particular accusations have been brought against the
~Chinese
,:'lln,ese authorities. They tend to establish that these authorities
'follow
llow a policy of ethnic and cultural genocide, and that they
- 16 -
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I
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!
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~rl:uI'e, mistreat, imprison and kill Tibetans, thus violating human
tQrture,
~i9hts guaranteed by international law.

foncerning the accusation of ethnic and cultural genocide
gl;s

The accusation's argument is that the large number of
~f the
th~ repression
repres~ion and the
th~ systematic
systematic.use
extent of
use of
im/lasures
depr~ve Tibet
T~bet of its
~ts population
populat~on and material
mater~al and
;.
tending to deprive
!\lltural resources should be analysed in terms of ethnic and cultural
~nocide. The Accusation has particularly relied upon "cultural
monasteries and of
q~Aocide" resulting from the destruction
destructio~ of
?f,monasteries
~tljects and symbols of Tibetan culture and civilisation.
c~v~l1sation. The Chinese
~pvernment denies the facts alleged against it.
~ecutions,
~he
~~:~~~n:., the

t-

ilie

f~s

Tribunal is convinced that the policy of the Chinese Government
SUbstantially harmed the identity of the Tibetan people as a

fesultt of such acts of destruction and repression practised against
~ious cultural and religious expressions and expression of national

,r

!identity.
'.r-,v.,
rs1.-6 The Tribunal considers, however, that the condition-reqUired
conditionreqriired
!li;\,-. international law
la.., and especially by the Convention for the
~revention and Prohibition of Genocide of 9 December 1948 to make
~~t a charge of genocide have not been established
estab~ished beyond reasonable
reaso~able
~9ubt,I

systemat~c nature of the crimes
cr1mes
as concerns the extent and systematic

,11,og'>d, and intentional discrimination against the Tibetan people as
~lleged,
rits Victim.

~~7

.

For example, the Tribunal cannot accept
have been proved to
provided, it has not

~~ily planning in Tibet
,9"I1Oc~de.
II'IlJ'ClLde On the material

that the policies of
amount to deliberate
been established that

~l}.~ measure and methods of abortion and sterlisation used in Tibet

'%!'

~he

!;~ "

discriminatory or carried out with the intent to destroy part of
Tibetan population.

sis Nevertheless, the Tribunal considers that the violations of
~ltural
"'·"~·l and religious rights and rights of national identity
~~tablished in Tibet are violations of the rules of law of the
~t.erna.ti.on,al community
~n~er~ational
co~unity without it being possible to find "cultural
~~noclde~1 a notlan which has not yet been accepted by contemporary
~r~ernatlonal law.
~~ncerning Torture and Mistreat.eDt

~.9 Beyond the reports of international non-governmental
qrganizations,
and notably the
the testimony
testimony related
related in
in the
the report
report of
of
~~::~:~~'i~~~i,~~a~n~d~~n~oitablY
~esty
International in May 1992, the Tribunal heard the. oral
~
~~~timony of several persons. Witnesses described, in a poignant
~ay, the torture and mistreatment to which ~hey
~hey had been subjected
.~.fter arre6t.
arrest.

"
'~)O
argument and took note of reports supporting
The Tribunal heard ergument
~he positions
Government. In a report to the United
sitions of the Chinese Gove~nment.
"~ations,
~al:lcln6, the Chinese Government admitted -that
that some persons have been
tOrtured
red in Chinese territory without specifying Tibet.
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~'But the Chinese Government states that these are isolated cases and

~~hat

those responsible are punished when discovered.

~:

!!S.l1
5.11 The Tribunal is convinced of the gravity and extent of torture
""land
PRC' s public
pUblic order forces and
and mistreatment practised by the PRC'S
Ifauthorities
;a,'<I1U' ities against Tibetans, including women and children.
[~.

15.12 The Chinese Government adhered on October 4, 1988,
~,:united
Nations Convention Against Torture
Torture and
and Other Cruel,
:~~~~~~,:N~a::t~~ions
~',
'ng Treatment.
Thus, the Chinese Government
r.;,or
Degrading
,-:

~.

...;--,

'-'

to the
Inhuman
is"
is' in
~Violation of international obligations which by failing effectively
~to stop torture and mistreatment and to prevent and sanction those
~found responsible.

Concerning infringement of human right.
rights in general and notably
executions, imprisonment and denial of due process

'extra-judicial
'.x~r
.• -;UCL1C:i"J

'5.13 The Accusation relied upon reports of systematic violations of

.ights against

Tibetans of all sorts, especially children.

5.14 The Chinese Government has clearly expressed its position,
tating at the United
United Nations
Nations that
that false
false allegations
allegations are
are made
made by
by
i~~~~~~!a~t~:~the

and external enemies of the Chinese revolution. It has
:.international
perlon.
acknowledqed the arrest of .everal hundred penon.
following demonstrations or actions led by those it calls Tibetan
Ilcknowledqed. the arr•• t of ••v.ral hundred
o~~~~~:~~_s~dernonstrations or actions led by those it calls Tibetan

·'however,

s
(~eparatist

.'!

.

,,)

.ii-'

gr?ups"
gr?ups· .•

.5.15
• 15 The Tribunal, after studying the respective positions submitted
'to it and the arguments made, considers that grave violations of
human rights have been committed and continue to be committed by the
Chinese authorities against the Tibetan population for political,
religious and cultural reasons. All sources agree that Chinese
policy in Tibet has led to the repression of various types including
extra-judicial executions and imprisonment of persons because of
'e,ecI'a-judicial
political, cultural or religious activities, notably upon those
--political,
. activities which promote the political independence of Tibet.
Tibet •
,.5.16
The Chinese Government, has sought to argue that, in any
," event,
,
' it is not violating the rules of international law inasmuch as
<:it
it has not ratified the international conventions, notably the
./nternaticnal
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the
International Covenant on Economic and Social Rights.
'"ll.e,rcational

~.17 The

Permanent Tribunal of Peoples appreciates that
treaties bind, as such, only the States that have
Eatified them. However, the international treaties in human rights
lnclude, among others, principles and rules tending to assure the
Physical and rncral
moral integrity, and the dignity and freedom of opinion
,Qf human beings, which are principles accepted by all humanity
following
lowing historic struggles of the peoples of the world.
lnternational
;."'Ce'rrla1:~"n,al

;:.:,"

.'T

jiS.18 The Universal Declaration of Human Rights has received,
'·(l'rO·llan international practice,
the support of the whole
f~hrough

tlnternational community, including States which were not members of
~the United Nations when the Universal Declaration was adopted in
\1'1948.

-

18 -

Regarding .the Universal Declaration of Human Rights the
Minister of the People's Republic of China, Qian Qichen,
in April 1990:
"The United Nations human rights declaration is an
important international instrument. China has always
attached importance to the United
united Nations conventions and
covenants regarding human rights. 3
k'·.·

ij'."}';

l120

The fundamental human rights principles must today be deemed
of customary international law whose application is required by
~~~!humanity.
!~~,~~~::~:~~y. That is why the Tribunal contends that the Chinese
~
in violating the fundamental rignts of the Tibetans,
~yernrnent,
~~81ates its obligations under international law.
~les

Environment
of the EnvironmeD"t

~~:;>
J1il'fl The evidence given by the witnesses to the Tribunal; as well as
~he. documents which they tendered, disclosed problems of the
:ellvi.ronrnent of Tibet Which threaten the right of the Tibetan people
!ih·subsist
and to survive in
in their
their own
own land.
land. It
It appears
appears from
from the
the
yPf~~~~~s:~,:.a~n~d~~t~o~~survive
ixldence
presented that important parts of Tibet have been the
(qbject of rapid deforestation. Inevitably, this has resulted in
ioil erlosiLon
erosion with consequential reduction of evaporation. Unless
~ately
;!JII'!!OJ.ue discontinued and remedied, this practice of deforestation
I I lead to climatic changes having potential impact on the
nv:lrc.rur..nt which is considerable and will affect not only tha
~vironment
the people
:Q~:'Tibet, but also people in places far away.
The methods used in
~e:
management of the natural resources of Tibet appear to have been
l\i.~~~;':~i
~.
at least in certain parts of Tibet, by the use made by the
~fected,
,~inese authorities of toxic fertilisers and pesticides particularly
~trjthe harvesting of conunercial
commercial agriCUlture. Unless immediately
~~rminated
this widespread practice is likely to result in grave
e~~;~:~:;~~t~his
~~vironmental
n:
consequences for pasture lands, seriously derogating

If

~!om the
~amage to

environmental rights of the Tibetan people and causing

their fragile high-altitude ecosystem. The Tribunal has
overlooked
RepUblic of China
looked the assertions of the People's Republic
gR~cerning
~nlcernin.g measures of reforestation adopted by it and other steps
:for the systematic protection of the ecology of Tibet.
~elf-evidently, this matter is one'
one of the greatest importance and
,!~rgency; it shOUld, without delay, be the subject of an inquiry on
'llehalf of the people of Tibet, the peoples of China and· the
~Ftrernational community_
community.
~ot

~i22

The transfer into Tibet of non-Tibetan peoples, which has
population of Tibet; appears
in the rapid doubling of the popUlation
relativei.y fragile
to have reduced the capacity of a relatively
!~vironrnent to meet the needs of human and other life forms.
forms, It
~ppears that wildlife, previously abundant, has been considerably
$~duced in number and variety, at least in certain parts of Tibet.
[(see "The Relationship between Environmental Management and Human
:~ghts in Tibet",
Tibet', International Committee of Lawyers for Tibet, 14
~gUly 1992).
F~6ulted
""b"~ •. ea
~lready
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concerning
5.23 Many grave allegations were received by the Tribunal conc.erning
extraction of
radio-active pollution in Tibet resulting from the extract10n
uranium in the Eastern part of the Tibetan plateau of Amdo, presently
administered by China as part of its territory outside Tibet. It was
also asserted that

nuclea~
nuclea~

facilities in Central Tibet, as well as

together with large
the deposit of nuclear and 'toxic wastes in Tibet, to'i!ether
lasting damage to the
scale mining activities, had caused grave and last1ng
allegation~ are correct they involve serious
environment. If these allegation~

derogations from the fundamental rights of the Tibetan people
perpetrated by the authorities of, or under the control of, the
people'S Republic of China. The Tribunal is not in a position.
position to
people·s
having
reach concluded opinions: on these allegations. However, hav1ng
dangers which.they
which they pr
present
regard to their extreme gravity and the d~ngers
7sent
for the people of Tibet, the peoples of ~h1na
China and the 1nte~at~onal
international
SUbject of an expert 1nqu1ry,
inquiry,
community, they too should be the SUbJect
convened without delay.
.
VI

IIfTERHATI0ftAL STATUS Or TIBEt
THE IIfTERHATIOftAL

6.1 An essential aspect of the Accusation was that during the
period 1911-1949, Tibet was an independent State, enjoying the
attributes of sovereignty under international law. A result of this
-.uuld be that the military action undertaken by the People·
People' s
analysis '-'Ould
Republic of China, beginning in 1949, was aggression by a foreign
state, and that the occupation of the territory of Tibet by the
Chinese armed forces called for the application of the rules of
international law on the occupation of one State by another State.
at. the importance of this question, it was the subject
6.2 Because ot.
of considerable controversy between the Accusation and the Defence.
The Tribunal must first set out the most important international
facts, and the analysis presented to it, according to a strict
application of international law.

Classical
A Strict Interpretation of Cla
•• ical International Law
6.3 For many centuries the links between China and Tibet were very
close.
Particularly from the beginning of the Ching dynasty,
China's control increased.

A ·suzerainty· developed, evidenced

especially in a payment of tribute and a recognition of personal
is not
allegiance of the Dalai Lama to the Chinese Emperor. It ia
·vassal" relationship precisely in
possible to characterise this -VAssal"

terms of generally accepted categories of international law. Only
history can explain the complex dependency that was then established

between Tibet and China.

6.4

Only at the end of the 19th Century did Tibet begin to

~irectly in international relations, as a result of the
participate ~irectly
efforts of Great Britain to consolidate its Indian Empire. Several
treaties are relevant in this regard:
~

In 1890, a treaty was concluded between China and Great Britain
recognising the British protectorate Over Sikkim, and providing
authoriLies and the
for direct relations between British authorit.ies
Tibetan government (Article 6);
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Following a British expedition to Lhasa in 1904, an agreement
Was concluded between Great Britain and Tibet. Under Article
9, the Government of Tibet agreed not to cede any portion of
its territory to any foreign power, or to allow into Tibet
representatives of foreign governments, or to pay tribute to
foreign governments, without the consent of Great Britain;
In 1906, an agreement between China and Great Britain confirmed
the 1904 agreement, and stated that China was no~ a "foreign
1904'agreement;
power" within the terms of Article 9 of the 1904"
agreement;
In 1914 the Simla conference brought together Tibet, China and
Great Britain. The conference divided the territory of Tibet
into two parts, while considerably reducing the power of
China. This agreement was not, however, ratified by China.
,6.5
~firm

and' others, any
It is difficult to draw from these agreements, aDd'
conclusions about the international status of Tibet,

Uparticularly because the international community

WAS

~fJn

largely, then,

European hands. A generally held view was that Tibet was a vassal
;~tate of China, whose "suzerainty" was expressly recognised in 1907
,' . in an agreement between Great Britain and Russia. It is difficult,
~however,
, to find agreement on the precise implications of this notion
of "suzerainty". scholarly
Scholarly views differed particularly over whether
';,'l'ibet was a vassal state or enjoyed international legal personality
personality.•

{~.6
.6

und~rstand how
That being said, it is a priori difficult to understand
agreement could have been concluded as a treaty between the
n.oet;an authorities and Great Britain if Tibet were not an
~'i'ibetan
an, autonomous
teState, whatev!'r
whatevl'r its links to: China might have bee!l.j:rt
bee!l.j'.It is a fact
'that in the early years of the 20th century, Tibet""
Tibet,'· s;'dependence on
iJ::hina
became considerably attenuated particularly iii t"he
t,he "wake
'wake of the
;~:~~u!~~:"~:
:;;revolution
;1
of 1911 which inaugurated a long period of weakness on the
..
part of the Chinese central authorities.
~an

I.

¥~.7 Some observers have, consequently, concluded that the vassal
{,.r:elationship
was broken. That is not impossible. It is a fact,
,L""L"~LUnBnLpwas
inonetheless,
noneth,el"ess, that the manifestations of Tibetan statehood remained
~.after this date relatively alight.
slight. The Tribunal miqhtmention
might mention in
ththis respect a treaty concluded in 1913 with OUter MOngolia
Mongolia in which
~Fhe two parties recognised each others independence; a certain
~:'-recognition
;~ •• ~~'it"ion of Tibetan statehood by Nepal;
the presence in Lhasa of
i~foreign representatives; and the neutrality followed by the Tibetan
~~uthorities
'the Second World War.
"alltl~Or1ties during "the
";'
•
~..

~~.8
All of the foregoing is not without importance. But its
~).Jnportance
participation, or even a
~"~~:~;~~ is reduced in the absence of any particiPation,
!,t.request
'of Nations or the
~::
for participation by Tibet, in the League "of

()Jnited Nations.

.

,,"

~:-,

lr 6 . 9

oc=ed in 1950,"
1950, it va~
was difficult
When the "invasion" by China occu=ed
\ therefnr''',
therefore, on the materials before the Tribunal",
Tribunal, to'
to· ajOfirm
affirm with
trertainty. .that
,that Tibet
Ti?et was
was. a State. . While condemning
condemn:iri g China'
China'sa
(~nterve~t10n,
the.1nternat10nal
~ommun1ty refrained from clearly
international community
, the
~genounc~ng
aet~on as international
~nternat10nal aggression against a State.
~denouncin.g the action
liAs well, the international community did' not
not''follow
follow the
,no'n-re'CO<:JI1ilti,on policy that it had previously followed in the wake of
,~,"on-recognition
t~he creation of ManchukuD,
Manchukuo, or the annexation of the Baltic States.
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~bet

from the Viewpoint
_If-Determination

of

the

Rights

of

Peoples

to

.0
t~lO

In the light of its interpretation of the facts according to
international law, the Tribunal makes the following further
ervations.

"

fu

The relations between Tibet and China up to the mid-19th

~~ntury cannot be categorised only in terms of the concepts of

hegemonic European
~hternati~nal law devised
d 7vised by the ?egemoni~
Europe~n powers and
The subjects
ftcepted l.n the Americas.
Amer1.cas.
subJects of international
l.nternat1.onal law were
'hen limited to a restricted circle of so-called "Christian" or
China, Persia and Siam were excluded. Japan
~ivilised" nations.
,~" admitted at the end of the 19th Century. To have access to this
~ow circle and to be recognised as a State, a political entity had
p,earry on relations with other States and be accepted by them on a
~pting of equality.
equality •

.
,,'

i'r12

Tibet's first relations with a non-neighbouring State came as a
imperialism and through the rivalry between Great
of British .imperialism
iritain and the Tsarist Empire.
~esult
{~.

~;l3 As for Tibet'S
Tibet's relations with China, the Western concepts of

ll'suzerainty"
r~uze:rainl'y· and "vassalhood" are inadequate.
It makes more sense to
~eek
analogies for
for Tibet
Tibet with
with other
other political
political entities
entities such
such as
as the
the
le~'~d~~:i:~i~:;

;i
kingdoms
of ancient Africa or pre-Columbian America, or of Asia or
I~en China itself.
~,..14
14

i

Thus, the question of the intern'ational status of Tibet cannot
resolved only by applying the criterion devised by the European
!states in their relations with each other and to extend their control
I!(o, other parts of the world. A political entity such as Tibet must
'b~ characterised in the light of its geographical and cultural
Eontext. It was not conclusive that Tibet did not ask to join the
@~ague of Nations.
Tibet's geographical isolation gave it little
~ncentive to make connections with States other .than its immediate
~~ighbours.
Tibet's links between 1911 and 1949 with its
p~i:ghbo1urs
Thus, even Tibet·s
!,~ighbours show a will to participate at a reduced level in
~nternational
rn.a.:Lorlal life. To subject the Tibet of that period to the
purrent
lUI'rent notions of international law would distort the essence of
~ibet and its aspiration to be different from other States and to
i:~chieve self-determination"
Such an application of strict
~~ternational
t~te:rn,.t:iolla1 law criteria to Tibet, in its situation from 1911 to
lt949, would be a kind of cultural imperialism similar to the
",Objective
'cJeoo~"e of the Chinese leadership to change, by force, the Tibetan
[~ople's
s traditional institutions and to deprive the Tibetan people
~f the right to evolve under the inspiration they might find in
J~uddhism,
sm.
This would also deprive the Tibetan people of the
protection of the rights that 1;hey
they
prcltect:ion
have asserted before the Tribunal.
,

i

De

'-, f

I
i

I
I!

~

~.15

As a result, the Tribunal has concluded that the internal
rutonomy
.ut:on.omy enjoyed by Tibet, with rare and brief interruptions during
rost,of its history,
hi~tory, allows Tibet to be considered as having the
attr1.butes
l.nternal sovereignty. What personal links there may
~
••r:LDll."6 of internal
Rave been between the Dalai Lama and the Mongol and China Emperors,
the Tibetan people have always been a distinct entity, even when
~Ssociated with C~ina.
C~ina. With the coming of the Republic of China in
~O.V'_.""~
}922, the former 11.nks
diss91v.~d.. China changed into a secular
l~nks were dissolv.~d.
- 22 -

,

:i

'Tibetan
national state as a result of a revolution in which the "Tibetan
. ple did not participate. The Peoples Republic of China could not
iliAintain that the former personal links could be transformed into a
ji~uation whereby the Tibetan people belonged to the people of the
~w.State.
. After 1911, whatever may have been the view of the
%public of China, or later of the People's Republic of China, the
,[petan people have never given up resistance.to
resistance ,to incorporation into
~e peoples of the new State.
~":;';

X16 As for the recognition of the international personality of

i'fj,bet by other States, it was manifested up to 1949 by sporadic acts
~ in a somewhat limited geographical context.
These acts could not
rave been unknown to the PRC, which was a party to certain
B\'ternational agreements concluded by Tibet. The PRC's
PRC' s Government
~uld not have been unaware of the will of the Tibetan people, even
!ffexpressed
unilaterally, to
to affirm
affirm its
its independence
independence and
and its
its refusal
refusal
~~:'ejr~~e:~~~::rall~~,
The foregoing
~:, be integrated into the Chinese State.
State,
~n.iderations lead the Tribunal to conclude that the presence of
!!\~ Chinese administration on Tibetan territory must be considered as
a.
~greign domination of the Tibetan people.
DECIUOI
DEClUOI

these reasons, the Tribunal decides:
~£:'l

That the Tibetan people have, from 1950, been continuously
self-determination •
of their right to self-determination.

~prived
~Drive,d

,

~,

That this breach of a basic right of the Tibetan people has
achieved through the violation of other basic rights of the
~ibetan people, amongst
"""'ngst others by depriving them of the right of the
~erci.e
~elrcI.se of freedom of religion and expression, by arbitrary arrests
!~d punishments without trial, the destruction of religious and
~ultural
u~'oul'.l monuments and by resorting to torture;

.:,'2

~en

Ih3

popUlation transfers from the People's Republic
RepUblic of
That the population
of Tibet of non-Tibetan peoples is directed
ethnic and cultural unity of Tibet;

~ina into the territory
co>,a,-d undermining the
~qward

F

'il•.' 4

That the division of the territory of Tibet into two parts,
one called the "Autonomous Region of Tibet" and the other made up
~dmini.tratively
,un'~r'~E;",:",o,vely of parts of various Chinese provinces, is also
l!!irected towards destroying the unity and the identity of the Tibetan
;PEt0ple; and
Ii'

~,5

That the Tibetan people were autonomously governed for many
penturies; achieved a specific state structure after 1911; and the
p".ic
Tibetan institutions
institutions are
are now
now represented
represented by
by the
the Tibetan
Tibetan
~~~;~:~ru~:'~;"i~
~overnment
"
in Exile.
RECOHMEIIDATIOHS
RECOHMEIIDUIOHS

:'.0
:.0
OJ':'...

. ~ ',1
,! ::

f;1

shall, as soon as possible, be provided by
Copy of this verdict Shall,
Secretary General of the Tribunal to the Government of the
feaple'.
's Republic of China, the Government of Tibet in Exile and the
~he
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I'
,I

!\

! ;

General of the United Nations. It shall also be provided
~to other interested States and international, national and regional
~podies. The Government of the People·s
People's Republic of China is called
delay to conform to
jupon without ?elay
to. the findings of the Tribunal,
T~ibunal, to
"cease human rights
n.ghts abuses, to punish
punuh those found responsible
respons~ble and
snd to
fafford
'Affo,rd the Tibetan people the exercise of their right to
tself-determination.
To break the impasse of derogations from international law
Wand further grave violations of human rights found by it, the
1;Tribunal appeals to the Secretary General of th~
th~ united Nations to
'~~'~~U~:happeals
~establish
h'
appropriate machinery to permit the conduct within Tibet of
~an act of self-determination to determine the future political
~~angements
of Tibet
Tibet and
and its
its association,
association, if
if any,
any, with
with the
the People's
People's
of
':~~~~~~
of China. As a preliminary step to this end, a Special
~epublic
illaPporteur for Tibet should be appointed to investigate and report to
~the organs of the United Nations and the world community on
tal legations of human rights abuses in Tibet and the desire for, and
~xercise of, the Tibetan people's right to self-determination,
~guaranteed by the Charter.

[8.3

The Secretary General of the Tribunal shall call to the
iParticular
,parc:lC\l!'~ notice of the Secretary General of the United Nations, and
~pther relevant international agencies, the complaints received by the
!Tribunal
of forced involuntary sterilisation of women of
involuntary
sterilisation
women with
of
programme
of ethnic of
genocide,
l:~~!i~i~~~~O~f~t~~if~orced
child-bearing age as a deliberate
progrllllll1\e
ta recommendation that this complaint be the subject of immediate
1special investigation. Similarly, an international expert group
kshould be established to investigate the charges made during the
[qearings
,near:ln~j. before the Tribunal of radio-active pollution allegedly
~~esulting
from uranium
uranium mining,
mining, nuclear
nuclear instillations,
instillations, and
and toxic
toxic and
and
c~::~~l~::~~~;f~r~om
ftadio-active
'I
waste disposal in Tibet.

'.

f8.4

Respected

non-governmental

organizations

(such

as

the

f1nternational Cortmi.ssion
of Jurists,
Jurists, Amnesty
Amnesty International,
International i Law
Law Asia
Asia
\t:~"~~~t:~~~;r;~CoImIi~
'ssion of

lan~
l' the Minorit¥ Rights Group) shall be provided with a copy of the
ETribunal's
Verd~ct.
will-be asked to explore ways of reaching
~:~;~~~•• ~
~'erQl.'ct,
They wilrbe
~be¥ond
cl
the formal structures of State machinery to the peoples of
lCh~na and Tibet so that a just, peaceful
peacefUl and lasting relationship
~could be established between those peoples on the besis
basis of mutual
i'r,:spec,t,
re~tion of the rights of P<"Dples
peoples and faithful compliance
'resp.et, recognition
.,:wHh international
~nternat~onal law.

8.5

To further the process of reconciliation proposed in the
paragraph,, the Tribunal urges relevant non-governmental
Worganizations to convene, in 1993 or 1994, an international
jiconference on the future of Tibet. Such a conference should consider
~this Verdict and the record of the proceedings of the Tribunal.
It
~should
ld explore concrete ways of working towards reconciliation
be,h,p,·" the Tibetan and the Chinese peoples. These ways could
lbetween
tinclude the appointment of human rights monitors and the posting
pos~ing of
~,United
Nations
volunteers in a Tibetan Zone of Peace.
,Re,presen,ta.tives of the Tibetan Government in Exile and of the
1'Representatives
iPeople's
Republic of
of China
China should
should be
be invited
invited to
to take
take part
part in
in such
such aa
f~:~~~~~.~~~~~el~~l;if.
in such measures towards reconciliation.
~Iconference and ~n
~preceding
preceding
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FOOTNOTES
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UNESCO, International Meeting of Experts on Further Study of
the Concept of the Right of People, Final Report and
Recommendations, 22 February 1990 (SNS-89/CONF. 602/7)

2.

For example: Amnesty International, People's Republic of
China: Repression in Tibet, 1987-1992, May 1992;
Asia
Watch, Merciless Repression: Hum.an Rights in Tibet, May
1990; Asia Watch and Tibet Information Network, Political
Prisoners in Tibet, February 1992 and Law Asia and Tibet
Information Network, Defying the Dragon: China and Hum.an
Rights in Tibet, March 1991.

3.

Beijing Review, 9-14 April 1990.
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